
 

Major Life Themes Chart Interpretation for 

 

Angelina Jolie 
June 4, 1975 

9:09 AM 

Los Angeles, California 

 

34 N 03 08   118 W 14 34   Tropical  PLACIDUS 

Daylight Savings Time observed     GMT: 16:09:00 

Time Zone: 8 hours West 

 

Planet Positions: 
Sun     13 Gem 25               Pluto     6 Lib 31 

Moon    13 Ari 05               N. Node   0 Sag 53 

Mercury 22 Gem 20               Asc.     28 Can 54 

Venus   28 Can 09               MC       17 Ari 53 

Mars    10 Ari 42               2nd cusp 20 Leo 50 

Jupiter 17 Ari 25               3rd cusp 16 Vir 37 

Saturn  17 Can 23               5th cusp 23 Sco 15 

Uranus  28 Lib 48               6th cusp 28 Sag 01 

Neptune 10 Sag 20 

 

 

Technical Details of how the planetary patterns are determined: Each interpretation is based on a 

3-planet pattern. The 3 planets are forming a midpoint structure where a planet forms one of the 

following aspects to the midpoint of 2 other planets: conjunct or opposition with 2 degee orb, 

square with 1 1/2 degree orb, semisquare or sesquiquadrate with a 1 degree orb, or 1/16, 3/16, 

5/16, or 7/16 with a 30 minute orb. Also, the 3 planets are aspected to each other in the same 

harmonic. The harmonics analyzed are 1 through 64 and any doubling of these numbers, such as 

120 which is a double of 60, up to 180. The total number of harmonics analyzed is 108. In the 

harmonic chart all 3 aspects are within a 12 degree orb. Also, any midpoint structure involving a 

conjunction or opposition aspect within a 1 1/2 degree orb, even if a harmonic triangle is not 

involved, is interpreted. 

 

Given below is a brief interpretation of your birth chart. The major themes in your life are 

described. The themes are presented approximately in the order in which they are a priority in 

your life. In other words, the themes which are most important are, in general, described near the 

beginning of the report, and the less important themes are described towards the end of the 

report. 

 

Each astrological influence described in this report is a resource available to you. It is up to you 



to express these energy patterns in the best possible way. It is possible to repress, block, or try to 

avoid issues, or to fight yourself; hopefully this report will help clarify issues in your life, and 

encourage you to master your life rather than be a victim of circumstances. 

 

Sun-Venus-Uranus 8th Harmonic 

 

You have a good sense of rhythm, you enjoy a lively party, and you succeed in areas that involve 

dance or music. You enjoy freedom and it is difficult for you to dedicate yourself and commit 

yourself to major responsibilities, so it is best not to marry until you are completely sure that you 

have met someone so special that you can dedicate yourself to that person for the rest of your 

life. 

 

Sun-Uranus-Pluto 16th Harmonic 

 

You are a free-spirit and an independent person. You are on a mission to do things in a new, 

creative way. Before you tear down old walls, make sure that the new wall you plan to build is 

really a better one. If you think things through carefully, you truly can break new ground, open 

new doors, invent and create something unique. 

 

Moon Conjunct Mars/Jupiter 0 deg 59 min 

 

You have creative talents that you may take for granted. You are a good team player and you can 

be a good leader. You know how to motivate others and get the job done. Your positive, 

constructive attitude helps bring you success in life. 

 

Mercury-Venus-Mars 10th Harmonic  (10=5x2) 

 

You have excellent aptitude for understanding the arts, and you are talented in artistic areas as 

well. You enjoy making things that are beautiful, and you succeed in areas that require an 

aesthetic sense as well as technical ability. You also have some talent for psychology, and you 

could be good as a marriage counselor, for example. 

 

Mercury-Mars-Uranus 20th Harmonic  (20=5x4) 

 

You can process information very quickly. You become impatient with classes that move too 

slowly, and you thrive when you can work at your own pace. Computer technology, electronics, 

or other demanding and fast-moving areas appeal to you. Your quick reflexes can assist you in 

athletics, various kinds of competitions, and any activity that requires speed and agility. 

 

Venus-Jupiter-Pluto 100th Harmonic  (100=5x5x4) 



 

You dislike pettiness and you like to do things in grand style. You like to give big presents, and 

you appreciate things that are of very high quality. You have a knack for drawing success to 

yourself, and others may think of you as being lucky. 

 

Venus-Saturn-Pluto 100th Harmonic  (100=5x5x4) 

 

You are likely to feel that loved ones, such as parents, romantic partners, or good friends, for 

example, have carelessly overlooked what is important to you or have not responded fully to 

your needs. Partly this is because you seek great depth of feeling and honesty in a relationship. 

Also, you sometimes feel alienated or distant and prefer to be alone. 


